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Abstract: This paper presents an intelligent vehicle fault diagnostics system, SeaProSel(Search-Prompt-Select). SeaProSel takes a casual description of vehicle problems as input and searches for a diagnostic code that accurately matches the problem description. SeaProSel was developed using automatic text classification and machine learning techniques combined with a prompt-and-select technique based on the vehicle diagnostic engineering structure to provide robust classification of the diagnostic code that accurately matches the problem description. Machine learning algorithms are developed to automatically learn words and terms, and their variations commonly used in verbal descriptions of vehicle problems, and to build a TCW(Term-Code-Weight) matrix that is used for measuring similarity between a document vector and a diagnostic code class vector. When no exactly matched diagnostic code is found based on the direct search using the TCW matrix, the SeaProSel system will search the vehicle fault diagnostic structure for the proper questions to pose to the user in order to obtain more details about the problem. A LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) model is also presented and analyzed in the paper. The performances of the LSI model and TCW models are presented and discussed. An in-depth study of different term weight functions and their performances are presented. All experiments are conducted on real-world vehicle diagnostic data, and the results show that the proposed SeaProSel system generates accurate results efficiently for vehicle fault diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

As computers and networks grow more powerful and data storage devices become more plentiful and less costly, the amount of information in digital form is exploded. The majority of such digital data are in text form. Text data mining has many applications including text document search and categorization, website search, customer services, and automatic diagnostic systems [1–4].

In this research we focus on text documents that are casually typed or recorded. Many text mining applications require processing casual text data, which often are in semi-structured or unstructured text, such as clinical document analysis [3, 5], emails, instant messages, free-text of medical records, operational notes, emails, instant messages, etc., and the application of this research is in automotive diagnostic text mining.

In automotive industry there are abundant information available in casual natural language description form that contain valuable vehicle fault diagnostic knowledge, marketing information, consumer evaluation or satisfaction of certain vehicle models, styles, accessories, etc [6]. For example, several thousands of vehicle problems are reported daily to various auto service shops. It is important to find root-cause of a vehicle problem quickly and accurately. In a typical vehicle fault diagnostic process, vehicle problems are first described by customers in casual words and terms. A service advisor records the customer’s complaints or description of symptoms verbatim on the repair order, and then searches for a diagnostic code that matches the description. The diagnostic code is used to guide the diagnosis and repairing processes. Due to the complexity of modern vehicles, the number of diagnostic codes can be in hundreds, which makes manual searching of correct diagnostic code difficult and may lead to a lengthy and less accurate diagnosis and repair process, and, possibly, unnecessary part replacements. In order to improve the
accuracy and efficiency of vehicle fault diagnostics, it is important to develop an automated system that can help customers to report problems described in casual words and terms, and technicians to quickly find the correct diagnostic code, i.e., the root cause of the problems. There are several challenges involved in this problem.

The descriptions of vehicle problems provided by customers are often ill-structured. Most of such descriptions do not follow the English grammar, and contain many misspelled words, self-invented acronyms and shorthand descriptions.

The descriptions of a problem by different people vary based on the education and/or cultural background of the customers, and their familiarity of vehicle terminologies and knowledge of automotive engineering. For example, the term “trunk” used United States means the same thing as the term “boot” used in UK. One faulty symptom, for example, “a noise is heard from the engine and the engine runs rough” can be described by customers in various ways, such as engine knocks, hood squeak, engine misses idle, engine lopes, etc. The following are examples of customer descriptions of the same vehicle problem:

Customer 1: “WENT ON A SALES ROAD TEST WITH CUST, VEHICLE WOULD NOT START.”
Customer 2: “CHECK CAR WONT START.”
Customer 3: “CK BATTERY HARD TO START.”

High dimensions of terms and document classes. Since there are typos and self-invented acronyms and abbreviations frequently occurring in customer descriptions, the number of distinct terms used in these documents is several times more than formally printed documents. For example, the word “engine” has more than 20 different spellings in customers’ descriptions in our data collections. Since the output vector represents all the diagnostic codes used by a car manufacturing company, there can easily be several hundreds of different document classes. These two high dimension issues pose challenges for generating efficient and effective response for a given problem description.

In this paper we present an intelligent vehicle fault diagnostics system, Search-Prompt-Select(SeaProSel), which is developed by combining automatic text categorization techniques with vehicle engineering structure and machine learning to provide effective search functions for the diagnostic code that accurately matches a given problem description. The SeaProSel system uses machine learning techniques to automatically learn words, terms and their variations commonly used in verbal description of vehicle problems from training data, and incorporate a vehicle fault diagnostic engineering structure into the search process to provide accurate diagnostic code that matches the problem description. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief overview of the state-of-art technologies for text mining and document categorization, Section 3 presents the proposed system, SeaProSel, Section 4 presents the experiment results generated from real-world vehicle diagnostic data, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Research in Text Mining and Document Classification

Until the late ’80s, the most popular approach to text categorization are based on knowledge engineering [7–9]. These approaches usually consist of a set of predefined rules that are encoded with expert knowledge. Each rule is represented as a disjunctive normal form (DNF formula) followed by a category name. A document is classified under a specific category if it satisfies the DNF formula of the category. This DNF expression is mostly defined by domain experts. If categories are updated or ported to a different domain, domain experts need to intervene to redefine DNF expressions for new categories from scratch. In recent years most techniques used in text document classification and categorization are developed based on machine learning technologies, which automatically build document classifiers by learning the characteristic of document categories from a set of training documents. The advantage of machine learning is that it does not heavily rely on manual labors during the model construction stage. Its effectiveness level, in many cases, is superior to that of professional human work. Consequently, automatic text categorization has become a major research area of machine learning. Many text categorization systems have been developed using different machine learning technologies, including k-nearest neighbor (K-NN), neural networks, latent semantic indexing, probabilistic models, support vector machine, and etc.

The initial application of k-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) to text document categorization and classification was introduced by Masand and his colleagues [7, 10], and later it became a widely used method in text classification [11–13]. In text document classification and categorization, a document is often represented as a vector composed of a series of selected words called as feature vector. A K-NN based text categorization system is to find the K documents in the training data that are most similar to an input unknown document. The category contains the majority among the K best matched documents is considered as the category to which the unknown document belongs. The similarity between the unknown document and each training document is measured by a similarity function, which is critical in generating accurate results [11–13].

Neural networks (NNs) have been popular in text categorization and document retrieval [14–16]. The most popular neural network architecture for text classification is a multilayer neural network trained with the well-known backpropagation algorithm using supervised learning [17–22].

Self-Organized Map(SOM), also known as the Kohonen network [23], is a popular unsupervised neural network used in text classification. A SOM network attempts to cluster the training data while preserving the topological properties of the input space. During the training process, it builds the network, i.e. the map, by applying a competitive process to input examples. A fully trained SOM network can be used as a pattern classifier [3]. SOM has also been used in feature
selection for text categorization [24] and text clustering [25, 26].

Probabilistic Modeling has been used in text document classification. A widely used framework of probabilistic model for text document classification is derived from the Bayesian theorem of conditional probability [8, 27]:

\[
P(c_i | \vec{d}_j) = \frac{P(c_i)P(\vec{d}_j | c_i)}{P(\vec{d}_j)},
\]

where \(d_j\) is the input document, \(\vec{d}_j\) is the feature vector that represents \(d_j\), \(c_i\) is the \(i\)th document class, \(P(\vec{d}_j)\) is the probability that a document \(d_j\) represented by vector \(\vec{d}_j\) occurs randomly, \(P(c_i)\) the probability of a randomly picked document belongs to category \(c_i\), \(P(\vec{d}_j | c_i)\) is the probability of document \(\vec{d}_j\) occurring given that document \(d_j\) is in document class \(c_i\), and \(P(c_i | \vec{d}_j)\) is the probability of \(d_j\) represented by vector \(\vec{d}_j\) belonging to document class \(c_i\). To simplify the calculation of the conditional probability, Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier has been applied to document classification [9]. A Naïve Bayes classifier assumes that the conditional probability of each term in the feature vector for a given class is independent of the conditional probability of other terms in the feature vector for a given class. This assumption is called class conditional independence. It makes the computation of the NB classifier far more efficient than the exponential complexity of a non-naïve Bayes approach since it does not require the term combination as predictors. Studies comparing different classification models have shown the performance of Naïve Bayes classifier is comparable with neural network classifiers and batch linear classifier [28, 29].

Support vector machine (SVM) approach was developed based on the structural risk minimization theories in statistical learning [30]. A SVM maps the input feature space to a high dimensional space through a kernel function. It then chooses the hyperplane with the maximum margin that can separate the positive from negative examples in the feature space. According to the structural risk minimization, the generalization error is bounded by the sum of the training set error and a term derived from the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension of the learning machine. Unlike traditional artificial neural networks (ANNs), which minimize the empirical training error, SVM aims at minimizing the upper bound of the generalization error, which represents the error on unseen data for a classifier. Thus high generalization performance can be achieved. SVM can potentially learn a larger set of patterns and be able to scale better than artificial neural networks [31]. Many published literatures show that SVM learning can lead to high performance in a broad range of pattern classification applications [31–34].

SVMs have been popular in text classification and categorization [35, 36]. SVM is designed for two-class pattern classification. However in text document classification, most applications involve more than two categories of documents. Therefore a text categorization system developed using SVMs usually use one of the following two approaches to build a multiclass SVM system. Let \(N > 2\) be the number of text categories. The first approach would design \(N\) SVM classifiers, each of which discriminates the \(k\)th class against the remaining \(N-1\) classes, \(k = 1\) to \(N\). The SVM associated with the class \(k\) seeks a decision surface in the feature space that separates class \(k\) from all other classes. Collectively the \(N\) SVM models result in \(N\) decision boundaries [37]. When a new document \(x\) is submitted to the system, all \(N\) SVMs are applied to \(x\), and the class represented by the SVM that generates the largest output value is assigned to the input document \(x\). The second approach is to train \(N(N-1)/2\) SVMs, each of which is trained to pair-wisely separate two different classes in the training data set. Different voting strategies, such as Max-Wins [37] or directed acyclic graph (DAG) can be used to make the final classification decision based on the results from the \(N(N-1)/2\) pair-wise SVMs [38].

Even with the advanced technologies discussed above text mining continuous to be a challenging research area. In this paper we present an innovative technique that combines automated text document classification with domain knowledge to derive a search result that precisely matches the input query.

3. SeaProSel: an Intelligent Vehicle Fault Diagnostic System

All automotive companies develop its own diagnostic codes that are used in their vehicle fault diagnostic processes. Some companies may have several sets of diagnostic codes with names such as CSC (Customer Symptom Codes), CCC (Customer Concern Codes), and etc. Without losing generality, we refer to such a code system as a vehicle diagnostic code (VDC). The SeaProSel system is designed to map a query description to a specific VDC that accurately matches the problem description. This query-to-VDC mapping is a M-to-M mapping. Multiple descriptions can be mapped to the same VDC, and one query can be mapped to multiple VDCs due to ambiguity in language. For example, the three customer descriptions given in Section 1 have the same diagnostic code that represent the problem of “ENGINE WOULD NOT START.”

In addition to the synonymy and polysemy problems existing in general text documents, the documents occurring in vehicle fault diagnostics pose particular challenges: typos, grammar errors, self-invented terms and acronyms, inappropriate usages of punctuations, and etc. The proposed SeaProSel is designed to deal with these challenging issues in order to generate a unique VDC that accurately matches the input query. SeaProSel has a hierarchical matching and searching system that uses text data mining technology to quickly retrieve diagnostic code that accurately matches the
query, i.e. the problem description provided by a user. In the cases that no unique diagnostic code is found, the system will follow the given automotive diagnostic system to prompt questions to user in an attempt to obtain more information from the user about the vehicle problem. It then uses the answer provided by the user to search for the correct diagnostic code. This prompt and search process can be repeated until a unique diagnostic code is found.

Figure 1 illustrates the system architecture of the SeaProSel. At the first stage the SeaProSel directly searches for a VDC that matches the input query by using a Vector Space Model. We present two approaches, first is a Term-Code-Weight (TCW) model and the second a latent semantic indexing (LSI) model. The TCW model is a weighted matrix that is obtained through a machine learning algorithm. The LSI model uses the reduced-rank matrices to approximate the original TCW matrix. Each category and query is converted into a low-dimensional vector in a LSI space. Both models along with the critical research issues related to the two models, such as term selection and weight functions, are discussed in depth in section 3.A. If no exactly matched VDC is found, and the system outputs a list of best matched VDCs and then enters the second stage, Prompt & Select, which follows the vehicle diagnostic engineering hierarchy to prompt questions for user to select the more detailed and better described vehicle problem. Based on the user’s answers, the system generates a new list, VDC_list2, which is a sublist of VDC_list1 and contains the VDCs that satisfy the user selected descriptions. The Prompt & Select process is repeated until a satisfactory VDC is found. This process is described in Section 3.B.

A. Building a diagnostic document classification model using machine learning

In text data mining, a Vector Space Model (VSM) is an algebraic representation of text documents that contains vectors of identifiers or index terms such as words or phrases [39, 40]. In a VSM, all documents are represented in term weighted vectors. In this research we investigate two VSM models, TCW(Term-Code-Weight) matrix and LSI matrix. Both models are built using machine learning algorithms to represent vehicle fault diagnostic knowledge.

The two-dimensional TCW matrix, denoted as $A_{\text{TCW}}$, is generated from a training data set $Tr$, where $M$ is the number of effective terms in $Tr$; and $N$ is the number of diagnostic categories in $Tr$.

The training data set contains samples of customer descriptions of vehicle problems, and each description is associated with a correct diagnostic code assigned by automotive diagnostic experts. The machine learning algorithm consists of two major computational components: Term Extraction, and TCW Matrix Construction. The Term Extraction process involves the detection of a list of distinctive and effective terms, removal of punctuations and stopping words, word stemming and word variation detection. The TCW matrix contains $M$ terms generated by the Term Extraction process, and $N$ vehicle diagnostic codes, which represent document classes. An entry in a TCW, $A_{\text{TCW}} (i,j)$, represents the weight of the $i^{th}$ term associated with the $j^{th}$ diagnostic code, which is generated based on the statistical analysis of the $i^{th}$ term occurring in the training documents labeled with $j^{th}$ diagnostic code. The TCW matrix is used to map directly from a problem description to the best matched diagnostic codes. The TCW matrix is built using a machine learning algorithm that contains the following major processes:

1) Document preprocessing
Document indexing
Term weight generation

Once we obtain the TCW matrix, the VDC that matches an input document can be generated by the process, Vehicle Fault Diagnostics using a similarity function.
TOW', and 'IN ****'. These symbols can be removed directly without any possibility of alternating the meaning of the word. The second type of processes is to search for special symbols or punctuations such as ‘.’, ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘&’, ‘*’, ‘/’, ‘+’, etc. These symbols are either removed or replaced by a space. The third type of processes is more sophisticated. It mainly concerns the punctuations such as ‘.’, ‘;’, ‘:', ‘,’ etc. When they occur as a part of initials, numerical or time/date formats, such as ‘A.C.’, ‘P.I.D.’, ‘2,000’, ‘16.00’, ‘4·00’, ‘4×4’, they are kept as part of the original string. If they occur between two words for example, ‘engine,check’, the punctuations are replaced with a space.

In supervised machine learning, each training data sample is assigned a target class code, i.e. diagnostic code in our application. The class code assignment is still been done largely by diagnostic experts. Some documents may have the class code missing, others may be assigned of multiple codes because the person who assign the class codes is not sure which one is correct. We developed the following procedure to deal with this problem.

For all the documents with missing labels, we build a standard diagnostic code matrix, DC, based on standard descriptions of diagnostic code, which are available in mechanics’ handbook. We extract the training documents with specific diagnostic codes to form a subset of training data, denoted as TrC, which is then used to generate the TCW matrix $C \in R^{r \times n}$ and term list $T_L$, where $p$ is the number of index terms, and $q$ is the number of codes. For a document $q$ with $n$ labels, $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n$, the relevance between $q$ and $X_i$ is calculated using the cosine similarity function shown below:

$$s_i \approx \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{q} (C_{X_i})^j}{\left( \sum_{j=1}^{q} (C_{X_i})^j \right)^{1/2}}.$$ 

Let the similarity scores between $q$ and the $n$ diagnostic code vectors be $s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n$, and $S_{\text{max}} = \text{Max}\{s_i | i = 1, \ldots, n\}$. The diagnostic code corresponding to $S_{\text{max}}$ is assigned to document $q$. In the cases that multiple diagnostic codes are useful, we set a threshold $th$ and if the difference between $S_{\text{max}}$ and $s_i$ is smaller than $th$, diagnostic code $X_i$ is also assigned to the document $q$.

2) **Document Indexing**: The terms used in the TCW matrix need to be derived automatically from training documents, and carefully selected so they effectively represent document contents. We developed the following document indexing algorithm to extract effective indexing terms automatically from training data. Let us assume a collection of documents are to be classified into $N$ diagnostic codes or categories, $(C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_N)$, and we have training documents $T_{R_1}, T_{R_2}, \ldots, T_{R_N}$, where $T_i$ contains the training documents belonging to category $i$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$. The objective of the following algorithm is to generate a list of indexing terms, $T_L$, where each term $t_j \in T_L$ that effectively represents the contents in the documents contained in $Tr$, where $Tr = T_{R_1} \cup \ldots \cup T_{R_N}$. The document indexing algorithm contains the following major computational components.

**Step 1**: Extract all distinct terms from $Tr$ to form an initial term list $T_L$.

**Step 2**: Generate a stop word list, stop_word list, which is used to make sure those words do not occur in the term list $T_L$. $T_L$ contains the words, such as the”, “about”, “an”, “and”, etc. that provide little information for document class discrimination. It also contains words have no specific meaning in a given application domain. For example, in vehicle fault diagnostic documents, terms such as ‘customer’, ‘states’, ‘said’, ‘ck’, ‘cust’, ‘driving’, etc. occur in documents of all classes.

**Step 3**: We implemented the well-known Porter Stemming algorithm (or ‘Porter stemmer’) [41] and applied it to the training data to generate groups of words that have the same stem, and the variant word forms is represented by one root word.

The Porter Stemming algorithm is based on the idea that the suffixes in the English language mostly consist of a combination of smaller and simpler suffixes. It has five computational processes. In each step, if a suffix rule matches with a word, then the conditions attached to that rule are tested on the resulting stem. A condition, for example, may be the number of stem length after suffix removal must be greater than the threshold. For example, the suffix of ‘ing’ can be safely removed from the word “singing”, and the remaining part, i.e. the stem “sing” replaces the original word. Stemming word processing reduces the dimensionality to the word list significantly.

**Step 4**: Eliminating low-frequency words. Two frequency thresholds $d_{th}, w_{th}$, are defined to remove words occurring infrequently. A term is removed from $T_L$ if its occurring frequency in the number of different vehicle diagnostic code categories is less than $d_{th}$ or its occurring frequency in all training documents is less than $w_{th}$ times. The optimal values for $d_{th}$ and $w_{th}$ can be obtained through experiments.

**Step 5**: Eliminating words evenly distributed across all categories. Words that have even distributions among all document categories are also removed from $T_L$, since they appear in the same frequency over all document categories.

**Step 6**: Output $T_L$, which is used for building the TCW matrix described below.

3) **Modeling diagnostic documents using a TCW Matrix**: An entry in a TCW matrix $A_{MxN}$ denoted as $a_{ij}$ is the weight of the $i$th term in $T_L$ belonging to the $j$th VDC, for $i = 1, \ldots, M$ and $j = 1, \ldots, N$. The weight in each entry in $A_{MxN}$ is a function of the occurrence frequency of a term with respect to a category. The function is referred to a weight function. Term weighting is an important component for improving performance in the VSM based text mining [42]. Terms need to be weighted according to their importance for a particular
document category and for the whole document collection. A useful index term must fulfill a dual function: it occurs in the documents of the same category with high frequency so as to render the document retrievable, and it is useful to distinguish the documents of one category from the others. A term weight function is usually a combination of a local weight and a global weight function. The following describes three popular local weight functions. 

Term Frequency: \( l_{ij} = tf_{ij} \), which is the occurrence frequency of term \( i \) within document category \( j \),

- Binary: \( B_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } tf_{ij} = 0 \\ 1 & \text{if } f_{ij} > 0 \end{cases} \)

and

Log function: \( l_{ij} = \log (tf_{ij}+1) \).

A local weight function provides a measure of how well that a term describes the document contents in a particular category. However, using only local weight is not enough to evaluate the importance of a term in the document classification. Some terms, due to their rarity use in a particular category of documents, are more important in identifying these documents than others do. Some terms, however, because they appear in many documents, are not useful to discriminate documents in one category from the others. A global weight measure is used to reflect the overall importance of the index term in the entire document collection. Four well-known global weights introduced by Dumais [43] are:

- Normal: \( \sqrt{\sum_{j} tf_{ij}^2} \),
- GfIdf: \( \frac{gf_{i}}{df_{i}} \),
- Idf: \( \log \left[ \frac{ndocs}{df_{i}} \right] + 1 \),
- Entropy: \( 1 - \sum_{j} \frac{p_{ij} \log(p_{ij})}{\log(ndocs)} \) where \( p_{ij} = \frac{tf_{ij}}{\log(f_{ij})} \),

where \( df_{i} \), the document frequency, is the total number of documents in the document collection, i.e. training data, that contain term \( i \), \( gf_{i} \), the global frequency, is the frequency of term \( i \) occurring in the entire document collection, and \( ndocs \) is the total number of documents in the document collection.

Different weight functions transform the raw occurrence frequency of a term in a document to different weights. In general, the entry \( a_{ij} \) of a TCW matrix \( A \) is a function of a local and a global weight components. The most commonly used term weight functions are listed in Table 1. These weight functions have been evaluated through extensive experiments and the results are discussed in Section 4. Based on these experiments, the proposed SeaProSel system uses the tf-idf weight function in its VCD direct search component.

### Table 1. Popular weight functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>GfIdf</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>tf-idf</th>
<th>B-idf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{tf_{ij} \log(tf_{ij})}{\log(ndocs)} )</td>
<td>( \frac{gf_{i}}{df_{i}} )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{\sum_{j} tf_{ij}^2} )</td>
<td>( \frac{ntdocs}{df_{i}} )</td>
<td>( \frac{ndocs}{df_{i}} ) + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-normal</td>
<td>Log-idf</td>
<td>Log-entropy</td>
<td>log-GfIdf</td>
<td>log-norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{j} df_{ij}^2}} )</td>
<td>( \log(tf_{ij}+1) ) * ( \frac{ndocs}{df_{i}} ) + 1</td>
<td>( \log(tf_{ij}+1) ) * ( \frac{1}{\sum_{j} \frac{p_{ij} \log(p_{ij})}{\log(ndocs)}} )</td>
<td>( \log(tf_{ij}+1) ) * ( \frac{gf_{i}}{df_{i}} )</td>
<td>( \sqrt{\sum_{j} df_{ij}^2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$A_k = \sum_{k} \left( \begin{array}{c} V^T \\ \Sigma \end{array} \right) \begin{array}{c} U_k \\ k \end{array}$$

**Figure 2.** A rank-\( k \) approximation matrix.
4) **Modeling diagnostic documents using a LSI Matrix:** A popular variant of TCW matrix is constructed using latent semantic indexing (LSI) method [44–46]. It uses the reduced-rank matrices to approximate the original TCW matrix. Each category and query is converted into a low-dimension vector and mapped into the LSI space. Relevance measures for the user query are also performed in this space.

A LSI matrix is built from the TCW matrix. A is decomposed into the product of three matrices \( A = U \Sigma V^T \), where \( U^T U = V^T V = I_n \), and \( \Sigma = \text{diag}(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_r) \), \( \sigma_i > 0 \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq r \), and \( \sigma_j = 0 \) for \( j \geq r+1 \). Matrices U and V contain left and right singular vectors of A, respectively, and diagonal matrix \( \Sigma \) contains singular values. A rank-k approximation to A is represented \( \hat{A}_k = U_k \Sigma_k V_k^T \), where \( U_k \) and \( V_k \) are constructed by taking only the k largest singular values of \( \Sigma \) along with their corresponding columns in the matrices U and V respectively. \( \hat{A}_k \) is the unique matrix of rank k that is closest in the least squares sense to A. Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between A and \( \hat{A}_k \).

The SVD method attempts to capture most important underlying structure in the association of terms and documents. Since k is usually much smaller than the number of terms m, some “noise” are eliminated by deleting low ranking columns. Because SVD is a strictly mathematical method, the contents of the matrices are not interpretable with respect to the documents or terms it analyzes. The best rank k in the SVD model depends on the training data, which will be further discussed in the experiment section. However, it is a powerful technique to reduce the dimension of any term-by-document matrix.

5) **Vehicle Fault Diagnostics using TCW and LSI matrices:**

The objective of vehicle fault diagnostics is to classify the user query to a diagnostic code that accurately matches the input query. Vehicle Fault Diagnostics using TCW algorithm consists of two processes, formulating query vector, and measuring similarity between the term vector and a column vector in the TCW. An input problem description d is firstly preprocessed using the same procedures as described earlier, including removing unnecessary punctuations, stop words and word stemming, etc. It is then transformed into a term vector \( \vec{q} \) with the same length M of T_L. Let \( \vec{q} = (q_1, \ldots, q_M)^T \), where \( q_i \) is the frequency of the i-th term on T_L occurred in the query document d, \( i = 1, \ldots, M \). The classification decision on which VDC category that best matches with \( \vec{q} \) is made based on the similarity measure between \( \vec{q} \) and each column vector of A. Let the column vectors of A be \( \vec{a}_j = (a_{1j}, \ldots, a_{Mj})^T \), \( j = 1, \ldots, N \). We use the following cosine based similarity measure to generate a similarity score between the vector \( \vec{q} \) and the column vector \( \vec{a}_j \),

\[
r_j^r (\vec{q}, \vec{a}_j) = \frac{\vec{q} \cdot \vec{a}_j}{\|\vec{q}\| \cdot \|\vec{a}_j\|} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} q_i a_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{M} q_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij}^2}}
\]

After similarity score is obtained for every VDC category and the input query, there are two approaches by which our system can use to determine if the diagnostic codes with the best similarity score should be returned as matched code class. One method is to use a threshold: all diagnostic categories with similarity scores larger than the threshold are regarded as relevant and assigned to the query. The second method is to output the VDC category represented by the column vector in the TCW matrix that has the highest similarity score with the input query vector.

In the LSI model, a user’s query is represented by a vector in the reduced-rank space. From a user query, we first construct the same term vector \( \vec{q} \) as in the TCW model. Then \( \vec{q} \) is converted into the vector in the reduced-rank space by the following formula: \( \vec{q}_q = \vec{q}^r U_k \Sigma_k^{-1} \). The classification decision on which VDC category that best matches with \( \vec{q}_q \) is made based on the similarity measure between \( \vec{q}_q \) and each column vector of \( \hat{A}_k \), the same process as in the TCW classification process described above.

Both TCW based and LSI based VDC direct search system will be evaluated in Section 4.

B. Integrating automatic search with vehicle engineering structure

The proposed vehicle fault diagnostic system, SeaProSel, is an integration of direct search using the TCW matrix and the progressive prompt and select process based on a hierarchical vehicle fault diagnostic engineering structure. A diagnostic code system is usually organized in a hierarchical structure that contains multiple levels of functional descriptions, and each level provides descriptions about a class of symptoms, specific function or component faults, conditions, and etc. In this representation, the vehicle fault diagnostic codes are represented in the leaf nodes, the root of the tree is the entire vehicle system, and the subsequent levels represent the hierarchies of subsystems, components or devices. Figure 3 shows an example: The highest layer has three function groups. Under each function group, there are sub-function groups. For each function group at level 2, there are component groups. Under each component group, there are different categories of deviations, under each of which, there is a layer of conditions. Each node in the tree is accompanied with a brief description. For example, a description for a function group could be “Engine with mountings and equipment,” a description for a component category under the function group could be “starting,” the descriptions for conditions under such function group could be “engine turns”, “cold start” or “unsure when”, and a description for a VDC could be, “ENGINE WOULD NOT START.”
The SeaProSel system uses the TCW matrix to directly obtain highly matched diagnostic codes, interacts with user by prompting diagnostic questions based on the vehicle engineering structure, takes user’s selection/answer to either generate a diagnostic code that accurately match the user’s answers or lead to the next level of functional prompts. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the SeaProSel system developed based on the vehicle fault diagnostic system illustrated in Figure 3. In Figure 4, SQ1 represents the input problem description, SQ2 represents the selected level 2 function group, and SQ3 represents the selected component/functionality. The SeaProSel algorithm has the following major computational steps.

**Figure 3.** A hierarchical vehicle fault diagnostic system architecture.

**Figure 4.** Overview of processes in SeaProSel for vehicle fault diagnostics.

Step 1: process the input query document SQ1 using the procedure, *VDC Direct Search using TCW*. Let the output of the procedure be \( F_1(SQ1) = \{VDC_1, conf_1, ..., VDC_k, conf_k\} \), where \( conf_1 \leq conf_2 \leq ... \leq conf_k \)

Step 2: If \( \Delta_1 = conf_1 - conf_2 \) is high, then output VDC1 and exit

Step 3: Find \( c \leq k \) such that \( \Delta_c = conf_c - conf_{c+1} \) is high

Step 4: Find the node H in the tree structure such that...
Found_Codes = \{VDC_1, ..., VDC_c\} are all H’s descendants, and no other nodes in the tree has this property except H’s parent nodes.

Example 1: If Found_Codes = \{VDC_8, VDC_9, VDC_{10}\} , the H code is “Deviation 3”.

Example 2: If Found_Codes = \{VDC_6, VDC_9, VDC_{10}\} , the H code is “Function Group 1”.

Step 5: Call the following Prompt & Select procedure.

Step 5.1 Following the H node’s direct descendants, and present the descriptions associated with the descendants to the user.

For example 1, the descriptions of “Condition 1,” “Condition 2” and “Condition 3” under “Deviation 3” are presented to the user.

Step 5.2 Based on the user selection, if the unique VCD is found, output the VCD and exit the program.

Step 5.3 Follow the descendant node selected by the user and find the VCDs that match the user’s selections, and denote them F2 (SQ2) = \{VDC’_1, conf’_1, ..., VDC’_{k1}, conf’_{k1}\} , where conf’_1 ≤ conf’_2 ≤ ... ≤ conf’_{k1}.

Step 5.4 If Δ2 = conf’_1 - conf’_2 is high, then output VDC’_1 and exit

Step 5.5: goto Step 3.

4. Experiments

We were provided by an automotive company with the hierarchical vehicle fault diagnostic system illustrated in Figure 3. The hierarchical vehicle fault diagnostic system has 540 vehicle diagnostic codes, and each node is accompanied with a general description of the vehicle problems the node covers.

We conducted three different sets of experiments to evaluate, respectively, different weight functions, TCW matrix verse the LSI matrix, and the entire SeaProSel system.

The TCW and LSI matrices were all trained on a data set of 200,000 real-world customer descriptions of vehicle problems. After removing extraneous documents and eliminating documents with wrong labels, we had 199,552 valid documents as training data. After data preprocessing such as punctuation preprocessing, Portel stemming and typo removal, the number of index terms generated from the training data were reduced from 7033 to 3883. The TCW and LSI components as well as the weight functions were evaluated on TEST6K, a testing set of 6000 vehicle diagnostic documents collected from different retailer service shops in USA during one week time period. All test documents were labeled with true diagnostic codes by auto technicians.

The following evaluation criteria are used to analyze system performances. For each input query, two levels of matching accuracy are measured: the low level of matching (LLM) and high level matching (HLM). If the VDC Direct Search system using either TCW or LSI matrix returns the correct VDC code, i.e. it exactly matches one of the leaf nodes in the hierarchical vehicle fault diagnostic system shown Figure 3, then it is a low level matching. In this case, the ProSeaSel system will output the VDC code and terminate the search. If the VDC Direct Search system returns the code that does not match any of the leaf nodes but matches the correct higher level categories in the hierarchical system shown in Figure 3, then it is a high level matching. For example, if an input query’s true VDC is “vdc1”, but the output of the VDC Direct Search system is “vdc5”. Since “vdc1” and “vdc5” have the same deviation category, the system has a wrong LLM, but a correct HLM. Based on these two types of matching criteria, we define two accuracy measures of system performances when a batch of test queries is used as test data, Exact Match Rate (EMR) and Category Match Rate (CMR). EMR is defined as the number of correct matched outputs in LLM over the size of the training data, and CMR the number of correct outputs in HLM over the size of the training data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>weight schemes</th>
<th>TCW(Cosine)</th>
<th>TCW(Pearson)</th>
<th>TCW(Spearman)</th>
<th>VSM(Cosine)</th>
<th>VSM(Pearson)</th>
<th>VSM(Spearman)</th>
<th>LSI(Cosine)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMR</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
<td>70.00%</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Effects of Weight Schemes and Similarity Functions.
Figure 6. Performances of the LSI systems of various K-values.

Figure 7. Two examples of query processes by SeaProSel system.
A. Evaluation of weight functions

As described before, several weight schemes can be used in both TCW and LSI models. All weight functions shown in Table 1 were implemented in both the VSM and the LSI models. We used three different similarity functions: Cosine, Pearson, and Spearman in the query classification processes. The results are shown in Figure 5. It shows that the best result is generated by the TCW model that uses the tf-idf weight function combined with cosine similarity function. Pearson similarity measure used in the TCW model combined with the tf-idf weight function achieved the similar performance to that of cosine measure. Both of them are better than the Spearman similarity function.

B. Evaluation of TCW and LSI models

The accuracy of the LSI model is heavily affected by value of rank, $K$. Since the results above indicates that the weight scheme tf-idf combined with cosine measure produced the highest EMR, they are used in both TCW and LSI systems. In order to explore the effects of parameter $K$, we applied various $K$ values to construct the singular value decomposition matrices, $A_k = U_k \Sigma_k V_k^T$, and compared the performances of these SVD matrices with the TCW matrix. Theoretically, the range of $K$-value is between 1 to the number of columns of TCW matrix. However, our experiments shows that EMR degrades rapidly when $K$-value is larger than 40 in this application. Figure 6 showed that the CMR and EMR of LSI models with $K$ values between 1 and 40, as well as the performances of the TCW classification system. It appears that the best performance has been achieved with $K$ equal to 17. But the TCW outperformed the best LSI system by more than 11%.

C. Evaluation of SeaProSel

We tested the entire SeaProSel system on a set of 3273 query examples, none of which were included in the training data. The performances are analyzed as follows. 97% of the test queries were answered with unique and correct VDCs by the VDC direct search using TCW Model without going to the Prompt & Select process. The other 3% of the test queries were processed through subsequent Prompt & Select processes. At the end of the processes, correct VDCs were found for all test queries. Overall the prompt and select process was used at the rate of 0.065/query.

Figure 7 shows the processes of two test queries by the SeaProSel system. In Figure 7 (a), the test query was "Instrumentation warning lights and chimes". The VDC direct search component returned multiple matched VDCs. By finding the H node of these VDCs, the Prompt & Select component present to the user the descriptions of different problems at the component functionality level (see Figure 3) related to the input query. After the user selected “Text window and warming symbol”, the SeaProSel went on to the questions at the “deviation” level. When the user selected “Red symbol and text message”, a unique VDC, E2, is found that matches the input query as well as the answers selected by the user during the Prompt & Select processes.

In the second example (see Figure 7 (b)), the test query is “Engine would not start”. The VDC direct search component returned multiple VDCs, which is represented as VDC_List1. By finding the H node of these VDCs on the VDC list1, the Prompt & Select component gave descriptions of different problems at level 2 function groups related to the VDC_list1. After the user selected “Engine with mountings and equipment”, the SeaProSel went on to display the questions under the selected node at the “Component Functionality” level. When the user selected “Engine”, the SeaProSel went on to display the questions under the selected node at the “Deviation” level. When the user selected “Engine turns”, the SeaProSel went on to display the questions under the selected node at the “Condition” level. When the user selected “clicking sound at start attempt”, a unique VDC, E2, is found that matches the input query as well as the answers selected by the user during the Prompt & Select processes.

5. Conclusion

We have presented an intelligent vehicle fault diagnostic system, SeaProSel. SeaProSel consists of two major components, VDC Direct Search using a VSM, and Prompt & Select. Two VSM technologies were developed, implemented and evaluated, a TCW model and a LSI model. Both models were developed based on machine learning and text mining techniques. The Prompt & Select component is a system that is built upon a vehicle fault diagnostic engineering structure with a progressive process of query, select, and search to achieve efficient and accurate classification of vehicle problem descriptions. We also presented algorithms for preprocessing text documents that contains spelling errors, typos and self-invented terms, choosing effective weight functions, and building an effective TCW matrix and LSI matrices from a given training data set. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the algorithms and the entire SeaProSel system.

Based on our experimental results we conclude that, in the application domain of vehicle fault diagnostic text documents, the tf-idf weight function gives the best performance when it is used in either TCW or LSI models with the similarity function being either Cosine or Pearson. In terms of the optimal ranks in the LSI systems, our experiments show that the optimal $K$ values are in the range of $K=13$ through $K=19$, with $K=17$ giving the best performance. When we compare the performances of the TCW model with the best LSI model, i.e. the LSI system used $K=17$, we notice that the TCW model outperforms the best LSI system by more than 11%.

The SeaProSel system is implemented based on a real-world vehicle diagnostic code system with 540 different code classes, and is evaluated on 3273 query documents, which are verbatim vehicle problem descriptions by customers. The SeaProSel system achieved 97% accuracy in finding the diagnostic codes directly based on the VDC Direct Search using TCW. Through the innovative processes of Prompt and Select procedure, the SeaProSel was able to find the correct diagnostic code 100% for all test queries.
Our major contributions are summarized as follows.

(1) Presented an innovative computational framework, SeaProSel, that combines automatic search with engineering structural search through a Prompt & Select strategy. Experimental results show that SeaProSel is effective in searching for diagnostic code accurately matching a given problem description.

(2) Presented new algorithms for learning automotive diagnostic code using TCW matrix and LSI model. Based on our experimental results, TCW is more effective in the application of casual text document categorization.

(3) Presented new algorithms for preprocessing engineering diagnostic documents.

Although the application domain we presented is in the area of vehicle fault diagnostic documents, some techniques we presented are applicable to other applications that involve processing casual text documents such as automated question answering services, and classification of Tweets, instant messages, and e-mail messages.
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